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 1. Concepts, overview, Programming Environment

 Program

 A program is nothing but a set of instructions given to the CPU.

 It takes some input

 After execution of instructions sequentially it generates expected.

 Program can be written in programming language.

 Programming

 Programming tells computer how it should do its job.

 Programming encompases three things:

             i. Computation Model

              A computation model is a formal system which defines a language and     

   tells how sentences i.e. statements & expressions of a language can be      

   executed by an abstract machine.

             ii. Programming Model

     - Set of programming techniques & design principles to write programs.

     - A programming model always builts on the top of computation model.

             iii. Set of reasoning techniques

                   - To test program whether it gives correct output or not.

                 - To calculate the effficiency of a program in terms of Time & Space 

                     complexity.
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 Introduction to Programming Concepts

 Variables

¯ To remember old results so as it becomes available in a later part of a

program without retying it.

¯ Variables are just shortcuts for values.

¯ They cannot be assigned more than once.

¯ Variable is an identifier whoes value can be changed during execution of

the program.

¯ Variables are the names assigned to the memory locations.

¯ Syntax to declare variables in 'C' language is

       Syntax:

data_type var1;

data_type var1,var2;

                                             Example:

int x,y,z;

float p,q;

¯ The variable is a part of system memory. 

 Functions

 Lists

 Correctness

¯ A program is correct if it does what we would like it to do.

¯ To check correctness of program we can verify the program for known

inputs & outputs.

¯ To prove correctness in general we have to reason about the program.

¯ Three things to reason are as

a. Need a Mathematical Model of the operations of the programming

language,  defining  what  they  should  do.  It  is  called  language

semantics.

b. We need to define what we would like program to do.

c.  We  use  mathematical  techniques  to  reason  about  the  program,
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using semantics  .  We would like  to  demonstrate  that  the program

satiesfies the specification.

 Complexity

¯ Complexity of an algorithm can be measured in terms of total time &

space taken by algorithm to complete its execution.

       Complexity = Time Complexity + Space Complexity 

¯ Time Complexity : It is total amount of time taken by an algorithm to

complete its execution.

¯ Time complexity of an algorithm can be measured by calculating sum of

frequency count of all executable statements.

¯ Space Complexity: It is total amount of memory taken by an algorithm to

complete its execution.

¯ Here, we are not interested to calculate exact time but order of time.

 Eagar Evaluation

− Eager evaluation or greedy evaluation is the evaluation strategy used by

most traditional programming languages.

− In eager evaluation, an expression is evaluated as soon as it is bound to a

variable.

− The functions which do their calculation as soon as it is called is called 

   eagar evaluation.

− Eager evaluation is called data driven evaluation.

− It allows the programmer to order the source code to control the order of

execution.

− Strict evaluation is sometimes called eager evaluation.

− Eager  evaluation  is  the  evaluation  strategy  employed  in  most

programming languages.

Advantages

1. It eliminates the need to track and schedule the evaluation of expressions.

2. It also allows the programmer to dictate the order of execution, making it
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easier to determine when sub-expressions (including functions) within the

expression will be evaluated.

Disadvantages

1. It forces the evaluation of expressions that may not be necessary at run

time.

2. It may delay the evaluation of expressions that have a more immediate

need.

3. It forces the programmer to organize the source code for optimal order of

execution.

 Lazy Evaluation

¯ Lazy  evaluation  was  introduced  for  lambda  calculus  by  Christopher

Wadsworth  and  for  programming  languages  independently  by  Peter

Henderson & James H. Morris and Daniel P. Friedman & David S. Wise.

¯ In  programming  language  theory,  lazy  evaluation,  is  an  evaluation

strategy which delays the evaluation of an expression until its value is

needed and which also avoids repeated evaluations (sharing).

¯ It is also called as call-by-need evaluation or non-strict evaluation.

¯ Lazy evaluation is the alternative to eager evaluation, where expressions

are only evaluated when evaluating a dependent expression.

¯ In lazy evaluation, a calculation is done only when the result is needed.

¯ Lazy evaluation ensures that the function will only be evaluated when it

is needed.

¯ Lazy evaluation is called demand driven evaluation.

¯ It  means  that  expressions  are  not  evaluated when they are  bound to

variables, but their evaluation is deferred until their results are needed

by other computations.

¯ Values are created when needed.

¯ Delayed  evaluation  is  used  particularly  in  functional  programming

languages.
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¯ Example: When using delayed evaluation, an expression is not evaluated

as soon as it gets bound to a variable, but when the evaluator is forced to

produce  the  expression's  value.  That  is,  a  statement  such  as

x:=expression;  (i.e.  the  assignment of  the result  of  an expression to  a

variable) clearly calls for the expression to be evaluated and the result

placed in x, but what actually is in x is irrelevant until there is a need for

its value via a reference to x in some later expression whose evaluation

could itself be deferred.

Advantages

1.  Performance  increases  by  avoiding  needless  calculations,  and  error

conditions in evaluating compound expressions.

2. The ability to construct potentially infinite data structures.

3.  The ability to define control flow (structures) as abstractions instead of

primitives.

 Higher Order Programming

¯ A programming language which allows to pass functions as an argument

to function call this ability is known as higher order programming.

¯ Higher  order  programmming  is  the  collection  of  programming

techniques  that  become  available  when  using  procedure  values  in

programs.

¯ The term higher order comes from the concept of order of a procedure.

¯ A procedure whoes arguments are not procedures are called first order

procedure.

¯ A language which alllows first order procedures are called as first order

language.

¯ A procedure which has at least one first-order procedure as a argument

is called second order procedure.

¯ A procedure is n+1 order if it has atleast one argument of procedure of

order n.
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¯ Higher  order  programming  is  a  programming  which  supports

procedures having any order procedures as parameters.

¯ A language  which allows higher  order programming is  called higher

order language.

 Concurrency

¯ If  program  contains  several  independent  activities,  each  of  which

executes at it's own space. This is called concurrency.

¯ When two different threads/processes executing their task on the same

core/processor for same time interval through context switching then it

is called as concurrent processing.

¯ When two different  threads/processes  are  executes  their  task on  two

different cores/processors, then it is called as parallel processing.

¯ When different parts of a program executes several small tasks within

same time span from CPU is called as concurrency.

¯ Concurrency can be achieved through threads.

¯ Thread

i. Thread is a light weight process having their own path of execution.

ii. Threads shares address space of their parent process.

iii. Thread executes small task which is a part of process.

¯ Process

i. A program which is currently in execution is called as process.

ii. Process is a heavy task.

iii. Process may contain more number of threads.

iv. Different processes can't share their address space with each other.

 Dataflow

− What happens if an operation tries to use a variable that is not yet 

bound?

− In  computer  programming,  dataflow programming is  a  programming

paradigm that models a program as a directed graph of the data flowing

between operations.
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− Example: Dataflow graph

Figure 1: Data Flow Execution

 Explicit State

¯ "A state is a sequence of values in time that contains the intermediate

results of a desired computation."

¯ There are two types of state - implicit or declarative state, and explicit

state.

¯ Example of implicit state as recursive functions that encapsulate values

over time. 

¯ "An explicit state in a procedure is a state whose lifetime extends over

more than one procedure call without being present in the procedure's

arguments".

¯ How can we let a function learn from its past?

¯ Function is having their own internal memory which help it to do its job.

¯ Memory is needed for functions that can change their behavior and learn

from their past. This memory is called explicit state.

Memory Cell 

– There are lots of ways to define explicit state.

– Simplest way is to define a single memory cell.

– This is a kind of box in which you can put any content.

– Many programming languages call this a variable.

– A variable is also called as a cell to avoid confusion with the variables we
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used before, which are more like mathematical variables i.e. just shortcuts for

values.

Need of explicit state:

With the help of explicit state we can keep track of 

i. To know how often particular function is used.

ii. To know how many times particular function was called?

 Objects

 Classes

 Nondeterminism

¯ When we add concurrency & state to a program separately.

¯ Due to concurrency same program can give different results from one

execution to another at different times.

¯ It happens because the order in which threads can access the state from

one execution to the next. 

¯ This variability is called nondeterminism.

¯ Nondeterminism exists because we have a lack of knowledge of the exact

time when each basic operation executes.

¯ If we would know exact time when each basic operation executes then

there will be no Nondeterminism.

 Atomicity

¯ The  program with concurrency & state can be make easier  by using

atomic operations.

¯ An operation is atomic if no intermediate state can be observed.

¯ It seems to jump directly from initial state to the final/result state.

¯ The idea is to make sure that each thread body is atomic.

¯ To  do  this  we  need a  way  to  build  atomic  operations.  In  concurrent

programs normally we use lock to build atomic operations.

¯ A lock has the property that only one thread at a time can executes the

instructions inside the lock.

¯ If a second thread tries to get in, then it will wait until the first gets out.
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Therefore what happens inside the lock is atomic.

 2. Computation Models

 A computation  model  is  a  formal  system which  defines  a  language  and  tells  how

sentences i.e. statements & expressions of a language can be executed by an abstract

machine.

 A computation model defines how computations are done in programmming.

 Computation model can be used to solve many problems, that has straightforward and

practical reasoning techniques & can be implemented efficiently.

 Each computation model is based on a core language called it's kernel language.

 The  important  property  of  kernel  language  is  that  it  allow  us  to  use  different

computation  models  together  in  the  same  program.  It  is  called  as  multiparadigm

programming.

 Kernel Language:

 Practical programming languages contains program having million lines of code.

 They provide a rich set of abstractions & syntax.

 Practical languages are translated into a kernel language that consists of a small

number of programmer significant elements.

 A rich set of abstractions and syntax is encoded in the kernel language. This

gives clear insight to programmers what the language does?

 Kernel  language  has  a  simple  formal  semantics  that  allows  reasoning  about

program correctness and complexity.

 A wide variety of languages & programming paradigms can be modeled by a

small set of closely related kernel languages.

 Kernel  language  approach  is  truely  language  independent  way  to  study

programmming.

 Types of computation models

i. General Computation Model

1. Declarative Computational Model

2. Data Driven Concurrent Model

3. Message Passing Concurrent Model
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4. Declarative Model with States/ Explicit State

5. Shared State Concurrent Model

6. Relational Computational Model

7. Object Oriented Programmming

ii. Specialized Computation Model

1.  Graphical User Interface Programmming

2.  Distributed Programmming

3.  Constraint Programmming

      1. Declarative Computation Model

 It is simplest model of computation.

 It  encompasesses  the  core  idea  of  the  two  main  declarative  paradigms,  namely

functional & logical programming.

 It is the sequential computational model in which one statement is executed after

another.

 At a time only one statement executes over a single assignment store.

 It  never  allow  concurrency  because  of  that  there  is  no  nondeterminism  in

computation of statements.

 In  declarative  computaion  model  the  main  two  components  of  programmming

language are syntax & semantic.

 The syntax is specified using Context free grammar rules. Here grammar rules are

used to verify the syntax of the programmming statements. If the programmming

statements  are  not  as  per  the  specified  grammar  rules  then  that  statement  is

syntactically incorrect.

 The semantics are specified using kernel language. Semantic checking of a language

means checking whether language is meaningfully correct or not.

 It is one of the most fundamental model of computation.

 It encompasesses programmming with functions over complete values.

 It also encompases deterministic logic programmming, as in Prolog when search is

not used.

 In this model there is a sematic stack & single assignment store.
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Figure 2: Declarative Computation Model

Semantic Stack:

 It contains the program.

 This program contains ordered set of operations.

 The program is normally written using kernel language.

Single assignment Store:

 Single assignment store is a set of variables which are initially unbound and that can

be bound to one value.

 It contains bound or unbound variables.

 The bound variable is a variable which is associated with some value or other bound

variable.

 The unbound variable is a variable which is not associated with any value or other

bound variable.

 Suppose a,b,c,d are unbound variables,
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Figure 3: Single assignment store with four unbound variables

 Suppose e,f are bound variables,

Figure 4: Single assignment store with two bound variables

Value store:

A store whre all variables are bound to values is called a value store.

Kernel language:

 The computation model defines a simple kernel language.

 All programs in the model can be expressed in this language.

 The  kernel  language  is  a  simple  language  used  to  know  the  semantics  of  the

language.

 Full programmming language is translated into kernel language. 

 There are two kinds of translations – 

1. Linguistic Approach

In this approach, the higher level concepts can be represented using the programs. 

Example: Function can be represented using 'fun', iterations can be represented by 

using 'for'.

Programmming language such as LISP are used for representing the linguistic 

abstraction.

2. Syntactic Sugar

There are shortcut notations that are used as a part of language grammar and are 

defined by the grammar rules. Such type of notations are called as syntactic sugar. The 

local statements are used for expressing the syntactic sugar.
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Table 1: Declarative kernel language

Sr. Notation Meaning

1. <s>::=skip Empty Statement

2. <s>::=<s>1   <s>2 Statement Sequence

3. <s>::= local <x> in <s> end Variable Creation

4. <s>::= <a>1 = <a>2 Binding/Assigning  one  variable  to

another.

5. <s>::= <a> = <v> Assigning values to the variables.

6. <s>::= if <a> then <s>1 else <s>2 end Conditional

7. <s>::=  case  <a>  of  <pattern>  then  <s>1 else

<s>2 end

Matching the patterns like switch case in

C.

8. <s>::={ <a> <b>1...<b>n} Procedure block

Table 2: Value expression in the declarative kernel language

Sr. Notation

1 <v> ::=<number> | <record> | <procedure>

2 <number>::= <int> | <float>

3 <record> , <pattern>::= <literal> | <literal> (<feature>1:<x>1...<feature>n:<x>n)

4 <procedure>::= proc {$<x>1...<x>n} <s> end

5 <literal>::=<atom> | <bool>

6 <feature>::=<atom> | <bool> | <int>

7 <bool>::= true | false

2. Data Driven Concurrent Model

 The data drien concurrent model is extention to declarative model.

 In this model execution of more than one statement simultaneously is allowed.

 In declarative model they have just added thread & one instruction <s>::=thread <s>

end.

 With teh help of thread this model executes multiple statements simultaneousely.

 With the help of multithreading it provides concurrency in computation/execution

of statements.-

 Thread is a lightweight process which is having their own path of execution.
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 Each thread is assigned a single task then all these thtrads executes concurrently.

 Characteristics of data driven concurrent model are as follows:

             1. Interleaving

 The  interleaving  execution  of  statements  means  at  the  same  time  &  in  

noncontiguous order.                

 2. Casual Order

 In sequential computation, all computational steps are totally ordered sequentially 

one after the other. Whreas in concurrent model, all the computational steps form a 

partial order called casual order. It means some computation steps may occur just 

before/after the another step. 

 3. Nondetrminism

 Due to concurrency/multithreading an execution of statement is nondeterministic 

beacause there is no concrete knowledge about execution order of thread one after 

another. There is no definite choice of what to do next.

 4. Scheduler

 The task of scheduler is to decide which thread to execute after a specific thread. It is

role  of  scheduler to  select  next  thread for  execution from pool of  ready to  run  

threads.

 The declarative concurrent model is given as below:

Figure 5: Data Driven Declarative Concurrent Model
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Kernel Language for data driven concurrent model:

Table 3: The data driven concurrent kernel language

Sr. Notation Meaning

1. <s>::=skip Empty Statement

2. <s>::=<s>1   <s>2 Statement Sequence

3. <s>::= local <x> in <s> end Variable Creation

4. <s>::= <a>1 = <a>2 Binding/Assigning  one  variable  to

another.

5. <s>::= <a> = <v> Assigning values to the variables.

6. <s>::= if <a> then <s>1 else <s>2 end Conditional

7. <s>::= case <a> of <pattern> then <s>1 else

<s>2 end

Matching the patterns like switch case in

C.

8. <s>::={ <a> <b>1...<b>n} Procedure block

9. <s>::= thread <s> end Thread Usage

Drawback:

   1. It cannot have observable nondeterminism.

   Example:

   It is impossible to write a client/server program where the server does not know which client   

   will sent it the next message.

   2. No asynchronous communication channel.

3. Message Passing Concurrent Model

 Message passing is a programming style in which a program consists of independent entities

that interact with each other by sending messages asynchronously i.e. without waiting for reply.

 This model is a extention of the declarative concurrent model.

 We can use this model to show how to program with message passing.

 The message passing concurrent model extends the declarative concurrent model by adding just

one new concept, an asynchronous communication channel.

 This means that any client can send a messages to the channel at any time and server can read
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all the messages from the channel.

 Channel used here is port having stream associated with it.

 Sending message to the port causes the message to appear on the port's stream.

 A useful programming technique is to associate a port with a stream object.

 We called resulting entity as port object.

 The port object reads all it's messages from the port's stream and sends messages to other port

object through their ports.

 The message passing concurrent model

Figure 6: The message passing concurrent model

 Port:

 A  port  is  kind  of  communication  channel  over  which  a  message  can  be  sent  for  

communication. Two operations related to port are as follows:

1. {NewPort  S  P }   :  It creates a new port with entry point 'P' and associated stream 'S'.

2. {Send  P   X  }        :  Append 'X' to the stream corresponding to entry point 'P'

 Many threads can send a message  on the port. Their order is not determined. 

 The communication in this model is asynchronous.

 The thread that sents a message to the port does not wait for the reply.

 As soon as message is in a communication channel, the thread can continue execution.

Kernel Language with message passing concurrency:

The kernel language is used to know the semantic of the language.
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    Table 3: Kernel Language with message passing concurrency

Sr. Notation Meaning

1. <s>::=skip Empty Statement

2. <s>::=<s>1   <s>2 Statement Sequence

3. <s>::= local <x> in <s> end Variable Creation

4. <s>::= <a>1 = <a>2 Binding/Assigning one variable to another.

5. <s>::= <a> = <v> Assigning values to the variables.

6. <s>::= if <a> then <s>1 else <s>2 end Conditional

7. <s>::= case <a> of <pattern> then <s>1 else

<s>2 end

Matching the patterns like switch case in C.

8. <s>::={ <a> <b>1...<b>n} Procedure block

9. <s>::= thread <s> end Thread creation

10. <s>::={NewName <X> } Name Creation

11. <s>::=<y>=!!<x> Read only view

12. <s>::= try <s>1 catch<x> then <s>2 end Exception context

13. <s>::= raise<x> end Raise exception

14. <s>::= {NewPort <y> <x>} Port Creation

15. <s>::= {Send <x> <y>} Port Send

4. Declarative Model with states/ Explicit state

 It is a sequential model with states.

 State is a sequence of values in time which represent the intermediate result of desired

computation.

 There is another useful term with reference this model is explicit state.

 Explicit state is a state whoes life-time extends over more than one procedure calls.

 The explicit state is specified using cell.

 Cell :

a. We add a explicit state as one new basic type to the computation model. We call the type 

as cell.

b. A cell is a pair of constants, which is a name value and a reference into the single store.

c. Names are unforgottable, cells are an examples of a secure ADT.

d. The set of all cells lives in the mutable store.
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e. There are two stores: 

    i. Immutable (Single assignment store) :

       It contains dataflow variables that can be bound to one value.

   ii. Mutable Store: It contains pairs of names & references.

 Compare to  the declarative  model,  it  adds just  two new statements,  the cell  operations

NewCell & Exchange.

 The cell has two arguments- 

a. Name of the cell

b. Current contents of a state

 Declarative Model with explicit state

Figure 7: Declarative model with explicit state
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           Figure 8: Declarative model with explicit state

  Table 4: Kernel Language for declarative model with explicit state

Sr. Notation Meaning

1. <s>::=skip Empty Statement

2. <s>::=<s>1   <s>2 Statement Sequence

3. <s>::= local <x> in <s> end Variable Creation

4. <s>::= <a>1 = <a>2 Binding/Assigning one variable to another.

5. <s>::= <a> = <v> Assigning values to the variables.

6. <s>::= if <a> then <s>1 else <s>2 end Conditional

7. <s>::= case <a> of <pattern> then <s>1 else

<s>2 end

Matching the patterns like switch case in C.

8. <s>::={ <a> <b>1...<b>n} Procedure block

9. <s>::= thread <s> end Thread creation

10. <s>::= {NewCell <N> <C>} Contents of cell with name N and contents

C.

11. <s>::= {Exchange <N> <C><T>} Exchange  the  cell  contents  with  C,  and

assigning them to T.

     Table 5: Cell Operations

Sr. Notation Meaning

1. {NewCell  X C} Create a new cell 'C' with initial content X.

2. {Exchange C   X   Y} Atomically bind 'X' with the old content of

cell 'C' and set 'Y' to be the new content.

3. X=@C Bind 'X' to the current content of cell C.

4. C:=X Set 'X' to be the new content of cell 'C'.

5. X=C:=Y Another syntax for {Exchange  C   X  Y}
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5. Shared State Concurrent Model

 It is a simple extention to declarative concurrent model.

 In this model explicit state is added in the form of cell.

 Cells are kind of mutable variables.

 The shared state model encourages programs where threads concurrently access a share

data repository.

 Message passing model encourages multi agent programs.

 The shared state model is harder to program than the message passing model.

 In this model threads concurrently access shared data repository.

 Shared state concurrent model

          

    Figure 9: Shared state Concurrent Model

 Kernel Language for shared state concurrent model.

    Table 5: Kernel Language for shared state concurrent model

Sr. Notation Meaning

1. <s>::=skip Empty Statement

2. <s>::=<s>1   <s>2 Statement Sequence

3. <s>::= local <x> in <s> end Variable Creation

4. <s>::= <a>1 = <a>2 Binding/Assigning one variable to another.
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5. <s>::= <a> = <v> Assigning values to the variables.

6. <s>::= if <a> then <s>1 else <s>2 end Conditional

7. <s>::= case <a> of <pattern> then <s>1 else

<s>2 end

Matching the patterns like switch case in C.

8. <s>::={ <a> <b>1...<b>n} Procedure block

9. <s>::= thread <s> end Thread creation

10. <s>::= {NewCell <N> <C>} Contents of cell with name N and contents

C.

11. <s>::= {Exchange <N> <C><T>} Exchange  the  cell  contents  with  C,  and

assigning them to T.
6. Relational Computation Model

 It extends the declarative model.

 There are two important concepts in this model are -

a. choice

b. Fail

 The purpose of  choice statement  is  to  choose the  desired statement  from the group of

statements.

 If the chosen statement is wrong then alternative statement can be chosen.

 The fail statement indicates that current choice is wrong.

 The fail statement is executed when operation is performed on two incompatible values.

 Kernel Language

The kernel language is used to know the semantics of the language.

    Table 6: Kernel Language for relational computation model

Sr. Notation Meaning

1. <s>::=skip Empty Statement

2. <s>::=<s>1   <s>2 Statement Sequence

3. <s>::= local <x> in <s> end Variable Creation

4. <s>::= <a>1 = <a>2 Binding/Assigning one variable to another.

5. <s>::= <a> = <v> Assigning values to the variables.

6. <s>::= if <a> then <s>1 else <s>2 end Conditional

7. <s>::= case <a> of <pattern> then <s>1 else Matching the patterns like switch case in C.
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<s>2 end

8. <s>::={ <a> <b>1...<b>n} Procedure block

9. <s>::=choice <s>1 []...[]<s>n end Making the choice

10. <s>::=fail Indicates failure

Sr. Sequential

Programming

Declarative

Concurrency

Message  passing

Concurrency

Shared  State

Concurrency

1. In  sequential

model, there is

a  total  order

among  all

operations.

This  does  not

change the result

of  a  calculation

but  changes  the

order  in  which

the  result  is

obtained.

It  extends  the  declarative

concurrent  model  with

simple  kind  of

communication  channel

called port.

It  consists  of  a  set  of

threads accessing a set of

shared passive objects.

2. All  operations

executes  in  a

order

Result  might  be

given

incrementally.

It  defines  port  objects,

which extends stream object

to read from ports.

The  threads  coordinate

among  each  other  when

accessing  the  shared

objects.

3.

- -

A program is then network

of  port  objects

communicating  with  each

other  through

asynchronous  message

passing.

They do this by means of

coarse-grained  atomic

actions  e.g.  locks,

monitors or transactions.

4.

- -

Each  port  object  decides

when  to  handle  each

message.

5.

- -

The  port  object  processes

the message sequentially.
       

 3. Distributed Programming Languages
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 LISP

i. LISP was invented by John McCarthy in 1958.

ii. It is high level programmming language.

iii. List Operations

Sr. Operations Meaning Example

1. Empty list Represent  empty  list   ()  gives
result as NIL

> ()

NIL

2. list Create  list  of  specified number
of elements.

> (list 10 20 30)

(10 20 30)

3. list List  creation  by  computing
another lists.

> (list(+ 10 20)(* 5 7))

(30 35)

4. sublist Creation of sublist > (list(list 10 20)(list 30 40))

((10 20) (30 40))

List manupulation
operations

1. first To get first element in the list. > (first'(1 2 3 4 5))

1

2. rest To get remaining elements of list
other than first element.

> (rest'(12 13 14 15))

(13 14 15)

8. nth Returns nth element of the list. > (nth 2'(10 20 30 40 50 60 70))

30

9. length > (length '(1 2 3 4 5))

5
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10. Append > (append '(1 10 15) '(2 11 16))

(1 10 15 2 11 16)

11. cons Example 1:
> (cons 10 '(1 2 4))

(10 1 2 4)

Example 2:
(cons '(a b c d) '(10 12 19))

((A B C D) 10 12 19)

12. reverse Example 1:
>(reverse '(1 2 3 4 5))

(5 4 3 2 1)

Example 2:
> (reverse '(SANDIP WALUNJ))

(WALUNJ SANDIP)

Expressions

1. > (
+ 20 30)

50

2. > (*(+ 1 4) (- 7 2))

25

3. quote 
or
'

If  we  do  not  want  to  evaluate
teh expression but want to print
the entire expression

Example 1:
> (*(+ 1 4) (- 7 2))

25

Example 2:
(quote (- x y))
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(- X Y)

Example 3:
> '(+ x y)

(+ X Y)

Example 3:
>'(* 2 15)

(* 2 15)

4. eval To evaluate an expression. Example 1:
> (eval(+ 1 4))

5

Example 2:
> (eval'(+ 1 4))

5

String operations String  is  a  collection  of
caharacters.

1. length To find teh length of the string. > (length "India")

5

2. reverse To  find  reverse  of  teh  given
string

> (reverse "India")

"aidnI"

3. concatenate To concatenate strings. Example 1:
>  (concatenate  'string  "Sandip"
"Walunj")

"SandipWalunj"

Example 2:
>   (concatenate  'string  "Sandip"
"Walunj" "Ahmednagar")
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"SandipWalunjAhmednagar"

4. subseq To  find  the  subsequence  from
the given string. 
In  example  1  parameter  1  &  9
indicates  the  staring  index  &
ending index-1

Example 1:
> (subseq "SandipWalunj" 1 9)

"andipWal"

Example 2: 
> (subseq "SandipWalunj" 1 5)

"andi"

Example 3:
> (subseq "SandipWalunj" 3 5)

"di"

Lambda function It is used to define a function which returns some value.

Syntax:
(lambda (parameters) body)

Example 1:
> ((lambda(x y) (+  x y)) 22 33) 

55

 YACC

 4. Programming Environmental Tools
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